
CHAPTER 47 

RIP CURRENT SPACING AS AN EIGENVALUE 
by 

Noriyuki  Iwata* 

Abstract 

Mass, momentum and wave action conservation laws, 
including the radiation stress, are used to obtain a rip 
current spacing as an eigenvalue. A coastal region is divided 
into two parts: offshore region and surf zone separated by 
a breaker line. Only the case of normal incidence of the 
waves is considered. From the matching conditions of the two 
horizontal velocity components at the breaker line, we can 
obtain rip current spacing as a function of a nondimensional 
parameter characterizing the surf zone, for an arbitrary 
value of a parameter indicating the strength of horizontal 
mixing. 

Introduction 

A coastal region with a linear bottom slope is divided 
into two parts: offshore region and surfzone separated by a 
breaker line. Wave set-up, wave energy and mean current are 
assumed to be composed of basic state, which is a function 
of only the distance from the shore and of superposed two 
dimensional perturbations. 

In the case of normal incidence of the waves, basic 
steady current system vanishes and perturbations are found 
to be cellular. When we take into account the horizontal 
mixing in the surf zone, as LONGUET-HIGGINS(1970) did in the 
case of the steady longshore current, stream functions of the 
perturbed motions, which satisfy the boundary conditions at 
the coastline, can be represented by series expansion, 
wherein only one of the four roots of the indicial equation 
is selected. This selected one reduces to the value of the 
confluent hypergeometric function when the horizontal mixing 
is ignored(IWATA 1976) :i. e. we have in the surf zone chosen 
a solution corresponding to the confluent hypergeometric 
equation modified by horizontal mixing, and the other 
solutions of the differential equation of fourth order are 
disregarded, partly because of the boundary conditions at 
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the coast, partly to take account of the effect of the 
horizontal eddy viscosity due to wave breaking upon the 
solution of the inviscid model. 

In the offshore region, where wave breaking does not 
occur, we disregard from the outset horizontal mixing so 
that the stream function can be represented by the modified 
Bessel function(IWATA 1976). 

The matching conditions at the breaker line must be 
continuity of the two horizontal velocity components as well 
as surface elevation and energy. The continuity of energy 
follows immediately from the energy equation, but the 
elevation becomes discontinuous, because our model includes 
the effect of horizontal mixing only in the surf zone 
mainly due to the wave breaking, so that the elevations do 
not coincide with each other at the breaker line. 

From the matching conditions of the two velocity 
components at the breaker line, we can obtain rip current 
spacing numerically as a function of a nondimensional 
parameter composed from bottom friction coefficient, bottom 
slope and the ratio of the breaker height to the depth for 
an arbitrary value of a parameter indicating a ratio of the 
horizontal mixing to the bottom stress as used by LONGUET- 
HIGGINS(1970). 

§1. Basic equations 

Mass, momentum and wave action conservation equations 
are given as follows, 

eH + V*M = °' (i.i) 

+ V«(MU+s) + pghVr,   +  x   - V-(yfrVU) = 0,       (1.2) 3M 
3t 

fetf) - V.[(U+Cg)|] + £ = 0. (1.3) 

Here p is the density of water assumed constant, h  = d+z, 
where d  is local still water depth and z,   is the mean water 
level perturbation due to the presence of current and waves, 
M and U denotes the total mean momentum and the mean current 
respectively 

M = M + phU,       U = ^ , 

where U shgws the basic current, supposed independent of the 
depth and M denotes the mean wave momentum 

rC 
M = <J_ ,pudz> 
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where u is the velocity vector associated with the wave 
motion. V(=i3/3x + j3/3y) is the two dimensional gradient 
operator, u denotes the eddy viscosity coefficient, r> is 
the rate of energy dissipation mainly due to wave breaking. 
E  shows the wave energy 

1    2 E  = -pga'   , 

where a  is the local wave amplitude. 

a   =  a   -   k-U 

a  is the frequency relative to a coordinate sytem moving with 
the current velocity U and 5 is the frequency relative to a 
fixed coordinate system, k shows wave number. Cg denotes 
group velocity and its magnitude is 

Cg - gT = 2c[1+iTHh2k7zJ 
3a _ l.r1+2kh0 

sir 

o2  = ^-tanhkho k' 

where ho~d+t,o   and Cois, as later shown, steady wave set-up. 
The radiation stress tensor s  and its components 

referred to the coordinate system shown in Fig.l are 

,£[§£(i+coS
2e)-|]  E^^|2! 

The bottom stress averaged over one cycle T  is 
given by (IWATA 1976) 

f 
t/(l + coB2e)+vSl|2i 

ni+Sin
2e)+t/^i|p- 

2 a 
where f  = —oKv     ,     v =    T O 

v ho 

The bottom friction coefficient K     is givem by(KAJIURA 1968) 

,,    ,u  ..-2/3 K  =   a(—- )     ,  a = const , 
US 0 

where z0   is the roughness length of the bottom material. 
For the coastal water considered now, we make the 
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longwave approximation so that o2=gho   , moreover in the 
surf zone we assume a=y/zo, y=0.4. From the above 
approximations we get(IWATA 1976) 

'-   I 
fo/z   ;   s<   1 

fa        ;   z>   1 

-2/3 
where z  = %*•      /„ = f-PY^^/PT   ** = «(^-J h*   ,   JU - T^'**'*"* . "*  ~  "*•** 

where Tz^ is the water depth at the breaker line. K^   is 
the bottom friction coefficient in the surf zone and 
becomes constant, y denotes the horizontal mixing coefficient 
and we assume(LONGUET-HIGG INS1970) 

pN\x\/g7To      ;   ho   < h* 

pN\x\ Vgh*     ;   ho   >,  h* 

where N  is constant. 
From now on we consider a straight coastline where the 

local still water depth is linear: d =  -sx, and assume that 
the field variables are composed of basic steady state as 
well as superposed perturbations, 

U = Uo(x) + 6UiCx,y,t), 

t,  = So (x) + 6£i(x,y,i) , 

E  =  Eo (x) + SEI (x,y,t),   etc. 

For the steady state we have 

V-Mo = 0, (1.4) 

V-S0   +   pghoV^o   +   TO   -   V-CvifcoVUo)   =   0, (1.5) 

v-[ (U„+Cg)f°]   +  £A    =     0. (1.6) 

To study the perturbations we consider conveniently 
a case of normal incidence of the waves (Uo=0), as well as 
steady state (3/3* = 0), 

V-Mj = 0, (1.7) 

V«Si + pghoVZi   + TI - V'(y^oVUi) = 0,       (1.8) 

k»Ui, x .. „ , ^   k-U 

To derive the ±> ove equations we have assumed, 

V.[Cg(Ei+B0*^D + UiBo] + n^** 0.       (1.9) 
O 0 u 0 

o 0 j o 
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where     D = D„   +  SDi. 

Before we proceed to the rip current system, let us 
consider the basic state. For the case of normal incidence 
there is no basic current, Uo = 0, so that eqs(1.5) and(1.6) 
can be transformed as follows, 

,|ii + f|*° = 0, (1.10) 

j^(EoCg)   + x,DQ   = 0, (1.11) 

where  h*  = -sx^. 

(i) In the surf zone (ho  4  h^)   we assume as usual 
i 

2?o = E*Z2,      E*   = -pgy2hl, 

then eq.(l.lO) gives the basic wave set-up, 

So = S* + ^Y2h,(l-s), (1.12) 

where t;A shows the value at the breaker line. In this case 
eq.(l.ll) shows simply the rate of energy dissipation 
mainly due to the wave breaking, because the energy dissipa- 
tion by the bottom stress is given by 

Do   = %-K-j- E0 3TT «O  > 

whereas(1.11) gives 

D0   =  |f Eo/gho' 
dtio > 

that is, energy dissipation by the bottom stress is much 
smaller than that due to wave breaking. 

(ii) Outside the breaker zone(fe0 >- h%)   we can neglect 
energy dissipation, Do   =  0, so that the energy flux becomes 
constant, E0Cg  = const.   It follows then 

Bo = E^-0'5      , (1.13) 

introducing (1.13) into (1.10) we have at once, 

So = -4** s-1-5 > (» * 1) (1-14) 

From now on we take a new coordinate system with origin 
at the basic wave set-up shore line. 
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§2.   Rip  current  system 

From eq.(1.7)   we   get   stream  function  as   follows, 

hUl  = M , hvx = -|i 

From eqs.(1.8) and (1.9) we can derive an equation for the 
stream function. We can put in general ty^tycosmy, 
Ei=Eisinmy  and C,i-C.isinmj,   where m  denotes the wave number 
of the rip current circulation cells. 

(i) In the surf zone we have, 

where    _ issN 

This particular parameter e denotes essentially the ratio of 
horizontal mixing to the bottom friction and plays an 
important role in the rip current system. 

r\V  - (|+n)r - (~ -J)* = eP, (2.1) 

P = UnV"+9nV"-(i+!^)n*
,,-^¥,+Tb (1+§ n)^ 

where  a^ = 5S1 , n = p-a^fis) 2 . fi = /^mla^l . 

When we ignore horizontal mixing(e=0) eq.(2.1) turns out to 
be confluent hypergeometric equation (IWATA 1976) . 

The solution of eq.(2.1) can be put in the series, 

<fi = Anpsgnn
n, (2.2) 

where  g0 =1, 

gnh0(p+n) + gn_1hi(p+n-l) + ••••  +gohn(p) = 0 , 

h0(p) = p[(p-l){(p-2)(p-J)-J}+fF(f-p)] , 

In general the indicial equation h0(p)=0 gives four roots. 
For the case of no horizontal mixing p=0 and p=5A are 
obtained, however from the boundary conditions at the 
coast only p=5M was selected. 
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In order to see the effect of horizontal mixing upon 
the inviscid solution, we choose in this study one 
particular root of the indicial equation, which reduces 
to  p = 5A for the case of no horizontal mixing, and the 
other roots are all omitted. 

Energy in the surf zone can be obtained from eq.(1.9), 

Ex   =  k-\   Qiz (2.3) 
> 0 

Perturbed wave set-up can also be expressed by the stream- 
function as follows, 

^•fe^+S*°-5U-eL^].     (2.4) 

where 2        .     ,    A2 

(ii) Offshore region. 
Outside the breaker zone we can put £,o=E!ts~° • 5and f=fo- 
Moreover in this region we can neglect horizontal mixing 
compared to the surf zone, where the mixing is vigorous 
owing to  breaking of the waves. 

520 - (2+a,ffl
2)?|| - U2-3a,fl2)* = 0        (2.5) 

where   £ = dz. 

The solution of the above equation is expressed by the 
modified Bessel function, 

i|i = B5aXv(0, (2.6) 

where  a = -|( 3+a^w2 ) ,  v = +|( 3-a^w2 ) . 

The energy in the offshore region is given by 

E,   = ^tj^d* + E*l (2.7) 
, l 

•1.5 ,-3*   ^^ where   R     =   e,Q>E^s~l •5 (|^ -3-^); E*   =   Q&s 
o3      3       1    J 
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Perturbed wave set-up can be expressed, 

fo      rift.**,  a. Ifi-, o, Ci PpTL2fo i 3sJ (2.8) 

The matching conditions at the breaker line are the 
continuity of two horizontal velocity components as well as 
perturbed wave set-up. As we can see from eq.(2.7), energy 
is always continuous. Perturbed wave set-up outside the 
breaker zone is obtained under the assumption of no horizon- 
tal mixing, so that it becomes discontinuous on the breaker 
line even if two horizontal velocities are continuous on it. 

At the breaker line z  =  1, n no = l/2<Zi&2   and C = ffl, 
accordingly the continuity condition of velocity components 
are 

2g n11 

2Ig (p+n)nn n      o tx+V-fl^V + l^ 

V0) 
(2.9) 

The eigenvalues ffl are numerically obtained and represented 
in Fig.2 as functions of a^   from eq.(2.9) for e = 0.2 ^0. h. 
In Fig. 2 is also shown an empirical formula Q>  =   5a*2. 
Another curve &  = /3a*0,5 is reproduced from the previous 
paper(IWATA 1976), which is obtained for the limiting case 
of no horizontal mixing e=0.  Fig.3 shows experimental 
results(HORIKAWA and MIZUGUCHI 1975)from which the above 
experimental formula is derived. 

From Fig.2 we can see remarkably good agreement with 
the empirical formula is obtained for the case e = 0.3. 
It must be noticed this value e = 0.3 is also obtained for 
the basic longshore current, when we consider obliquely 
incident waves(LONGUET-HIGGINS 1970). For a practical 
application we can put for the range e = 0.3 ^0.4, 

{ 
5.0a, ;  a* < 1.5, 

2.7a;0-5   ; a*   >  1.5. 

In Fig.4 and Fig.5 we show an example of calculated 
stream function for e = 0.3, a* = 0.6 and til = 8. k. 

Conclusion 

Some of the numerous studies of the near shore 
circulations insist that irregular bottom topography always 
exerts complete control over the water circulation, that is, 
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Fig.4 An example of stream functions on either side of 
breaker line z=l. 
  Obtained from offshore equation. 
  Obtained from surfzone equation. 
a*=0.6, e=0.3 and 6=8.4. 
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the topography is a primary cause to generate nearshore 
circulation. But there remains the basic question of how 
the original bottom deformation was formed if not by a cell 
circulation. Rip current can develop on smooth beaches 
without any bottom irregularities, presumably cause sediment 
transport .and produce bottom topography. At some later 
stage the deformed bottom topography may be eventually 
effective to control the nearshore circulation pattern. 
Based on these reasonings attempt has been made to clarify 
the rip current spacing as an eigenvalue of a vorticity 
equation. 

Our model is not self-consistent as far as we do not 
consider the horizontal mixing in the offshore region. When 
we take into account the effect of this horizontal mixing, 
right-hand side of eq.(2.5) is not zero but must be 

E[5^""-2C3*'" + (2-C2)C2*"-(2-52)5'f'+Jc't*] 

To find the solution which tends to zero at infinity and 
reduces to eq.(2.6) in the limiting case of e=0 is a 
future problem. 

Acknowledgment: Many thanks are due I.Watabe for his 
helpful programmings of the numerical computations. 
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